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Easy like Friday morning

  

  

It’s a quiet afternoon when we arrive, but we’re ready for a laid back brunch, so Coopers is the
place to be. Though Coopers is a popular weekend night spot, like similar establishments of its
ilk in the UK, this Australian themed pub has a day-time atmosphere that is surprisingly
appropriate for children and adults alike.

  

Admittedly Coopers is not designed to attract kids – you'll find no bouncy castle or face painting
here – but if your little ones are happy to play with their toys or run around on the lawn, mum
and dad can have a very civilised weekend meal.
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  In typical Aussie fashion, the sports on the TVs are plentiful and the food is hearty and down toearth. We loved the selection of salads, roast beef, roast turkey and chicken, Yorkshire puddingand vegetables – all prepared pretty much like Mum would have made. The mussel soup was asurprise hit with our three year old, and the fruit on the desert buffet rounded out the kids' littleplates with all the food groups.  Whether you have small ones or not, Coopers retains enough of the pub feel so that no onefeels trapped in kiddie land, but a few parents are in attendance with their little ones. If lunchingwith other people’s kids isn't your thing, never fear – Coopers’ symmetrical design makes iteasy enough to avoid the little ones, so whether you have kids or not, it’s a great place to whileaway a Friday afternoon.  Laura Fulton  What? Friday roast carvery brunchWhere? Coopers at Park RotanaCost: AED 159 including house beveragesWe say: Have a g’day, mate, and bring the kids along Contact: 02 657 3333  
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